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This little verse was in the newsletter a while ago as part of the Gyohatsu Nenju
– Formal Meal Verses. It is chanted at the end of the meal by the ino. I have also
heard it chanted in the dojo at the end of a teaching or a mondo or a short zazen.
I think it is a beautiful verse in both English and Chinese.
Sho sekai bon no ge
Shishi kai jiki kun
Jiren kafu jashi
Shin shin jin cho ihi
Kishu rinbu jo son.

Verse of Purity While Abiding in the World
Abiding in this ephemeral world
Like a lotus in muddy water,
The mind is pure and goes beyond.
Thus we bow to Buddha.

During the summer camps this year at La Gendronnière this next verse was chanted
before breakfast in the Buddha hall. It is a dharani which is a bit like a mantra and
really can’t be translated accurately. It is the sound which is important and is said
to be a manifestation of ku, our true nature. This dharani calls upon the skills of
Idaten, the kitchen deity who protects the monks and nuns. Idaten was guarding the
Buddha’s ashes and a demon tried to steal them, he chased the demon away and
retrieved the ashes. So he represents dealing quickly and efficiently with disasters.
I found this translation on the internet, the Soto school sutra book doesn’t translate
it. Don’t take the translation too literally please!
This dharani is chanted 3 times. It begins quite quickly and is very quick by the end!
The symbol indicates when a ring of the bell and a deadened ring of the bell.
Shosai myokichijo darani
No mo san man da moto nan
oha ra chi koto sha
sono nan
to ji to
en
gya gya gya ki gya ki
un nun shifu ra shifu ra
hara shifu ra hara shifu ra
chishu sa chishu sa chishu
ri chishu ri
sowa ja sowa ja sen chi gya
shiri ei so mo ko
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Disaster-Preventing Dharani
Veneration to all the Buddhas!
The incomparable Buddha-power that
banishes suffering
Om!
The Buddha of reality,
wisdom,Nirvana!
Light ! Light! Great light, Great light!
With no categories, this mysterious
power saves all beings; suffering goes,
happiness comes,
Hail!

Question: ‘I want to ask about suffering in the world. I find it very difficult to
understand and to find reasons why powerless people - Third World children,
for instance - have to suffer. Do you have an explanation for all this seemingly
unnecessary suffering?’

It may not seem necessary, but it’s a reality. Remember that the first thing the Buddha
said, when he started teaching, was that all is suffering. So suffering is a fundamental
truth. We talked about suffering during a zazen day we held recently in Bristol; we talked
about suffering all day long, it’s such an enormous subject. Remember that the Buddha
started with suffering. He then said that the second truth was impermanence; the third
was ignorance and the fourth, the ending of suffering. In other words, he didn’t take a
pessimistic view. He did say though that you have to accept suffering; you have to see it,
to look at it. Suffering is the result, the consequence of impermanence. Suffering comes
about because everything changes each moment and we are not suited to endlessly
adapting to change. We are not adapted physically, mentally or spiritually because we are
ignorant both of the cause and final result of all this change. But it is the role of human
beings. It is very important not to be pessimistic about it or believe that suffering is its
own justification. What has a decisive influence is our attitude to suffering. How are we
going to overcome it? For ourselves and for others. The suffering of children in the Third
World is no different from your suffering. If I have understood your question properly,
you say that the suffering of those children makes you suffer. Your Third World hurts
because you share in the karma that has contributed to that suffering. Our two countries,
the United Kingdom and France, have contributed greatly towards creating the conditions
of that suffering. We carry a heavy karma. But that does not mean that we should feel
guilty about it because guilt paralyses us.We must confront it though, and understand that
the first thing to be done is to change ourselves. That is the genius of the human race:
transforming, progressing. We haven’t got time to go into the details here but historically
speaking, our Western countries have made enormous technological progress. We have
created a vast number of objects. This again is a masculine attitude, endlessly creating
more and more things and amassing and accumulating things; accumulating enough bombs
to destroy the world ten times over - as though once wasn’t enough! That is our karma
and we are all responsible for it. But we mustn’t shut ourselves up in our guilt.We have to
see what we can do with our own suffering that includes the suffering of others; with our
own compassion in order to change ourselves. And it automatically spreads like a pool of
oil. As always, everything is linked. If you move something here, something moves there. If
you pull the sheet while you are making your bed, it moves on the other side of the bed.
You are here and it has an effect over there.
Automatically, naturally, our zazen helps the children of the Third World because we are
not separate from them and they are not separate from us.
An extract from a mondo at a sesshin led by Jean Baby at Gaunt’s House, June 1993
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